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TWO HIGHLY U NUSUA L VASES stand out among the 
Coptic ceramics in the Benaki Museum (nos 1, 2). Similar 
in shape and elaborate representational decoration, they 
feature a large cylindrical body with a flaring collar added 
onto the shoulder and surrounding a wide mouth; female 
busts, full-length musicians, and basket weave decoration 
cover the entire surface of the body (and the collar on one 
example). Neither has a known find spot, though both were 
purchased in Egypt and the overall pictorial style recalls 
a number of representations from Coptic wall paintings 
and manuscripts. The hypothesis for an Egyptian origin is 
further enhanced by the fabric of both vases, probably Nile 
silt mixed with marl. 
A small number of vases, now in the Louvre (nos 3, 4) and 
the Petrie Museum of  Egyptian Archaeology (University 
College London) (nos 5, 6, 7), are almost identical to one of 
the Benaki vases (no. 1) in terms of shape, fabric, decorative 
technique, and style, and offer variations of the same icono-
graphic motifs. Another almost complete piece, now in the 
Coptic Museum in Cairo, and two shards from Bawit com-
plete this small, enigmatic group.
C ATA LOGUE
1. Benaki Museum (inv. no. 13727) (figs 1a, 2a, 3, 4)
Acquired in Cairo (Tanos, 16/05/1936). 
Max. pres. H.  25, collar rim diam. 25.3, 
max. body diam. 19.9. 
Bibliography: Unpublished.
Approximately one third preserved (foot and interior rim 
missing from profile). Coarse fabric with granular fracture, 
reddish-brown (Munsell 10R4/4), fired black at core. Rare, 
medium-sized limestone inclusions, rare gold mica plates, 
frequent elongated voids visible on interior surface. Thick, 
matt, flaky, off-white slip (lime?) on the outer surface. Bi-
chrome (black/brown and red) decoration.
The vase features a cylindrical body with slightly convex 
walls and a carinated base and shoulder, to which an everted 
collar with a short horizontal rim is attached. A slight ridge 
marks the join on the outer surface. Directly above the join, 
the shoulder is pierced by four symmetrically placed holes. 
The interior rim and foot are missing. The body is wheel-
made, the collar was made separately, and the holes were 
pierced with a spike. The decoration uses black/brown slip 
paint, highlighted with red (red dots on the hatched bands 
and columns, red shading on the cheek and forehead of the 
female bust). Traces of the original design can be detected 
on the slip where paint is missing. 
Bands of triple crosshatched basket weave between two 
pairs of horizontal lines decorate the collar and lower body. 
Between the bands, a figurative frieze consists of two pan-
els: one tall, narrow panel containing a female bust and one 
long panel containing three full-length male and female 
figures separated by two columns. The panel containing 
the female bust interrupts the lower band of cross-hatch-
ing. Two similar panels with figurative decoration prob-
ably completed the original decorative frieze: one tall panel 
probably containing a similar bust (as on nos 2 and 5) and 
one long panel with three figures (as on no. 2).
The female bust wears a veil and four rows of necklaces, 
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two with drop-shaped pendants. Traces of a long, narrow 
eyebrow, almond-shaped eye, and mouth are preserved, 
the latter rendered by a plain, horizontal line. Her cheek 
is highlighted with red. The woman’s garment and the 
background are speckled. The three full-length figures 
have halos, identical bobbed hairstyles, and speckled long 
robes. The two side figures wear large hoop earrings, which 
identify them as women; since nothing else distinguishes 
them from the middle figure, this too may be a female. 
The figure on the left sits on a rounded stool with ‘bejewel-
led’ legs and holds a large rectangular object in front of her 
chest, probably a frame drum with concave sides, which 
she beats with her outstretched fingers. The middle figure 
holds a concave double-skin barrel drum, which hangs from 
his/her shoulder by a chain or rope. The seated (?) figure 
on the right wears a necklace with a semi-circular pendant 
and holds a possible string instrument with a large, elon-
gated sound box, probably a lute. To its right are traces of an 
unidentified object or figure. The columns have identical 
capitals and bases decorated with large palmette leaves.
Fig. 1. Vases nos 1-7.
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Fig. 6. Lamp (side B). Athens, Benaki Museum, inv. no. 13727.Fig. 2. Vases nos 1, 3-7.
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Fig. 3. Vase cat. no.1. Athens, Benaki Museum, inv. no. 13727.
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2. Benaki Museum (inv. no. 13729) (figs 1g, 5-6)
Acquired in Cairo (Tanos, 12/12/1936). 
H. 26.7, collar 28×28, rim diam. 10, base diam. 15.5. 
Bibliography: Unpublished.
Almost entirely preserved (collar rim damaged). Surface 
very worn, slip and paint poorly preserved. Coarse red-
dish-brown (Munsell 10R4/4) fabric. Thin, fugitive, cream 
slip. Monochrome decoration executed with thin, fugitive, 
brown slip paint.
The vase features a slightly tapering cylindrical body, 
concave base, and overhanging rim marked by a shallow 
groove on top. A large, rectangular, flaring collar with plain 
rim is attached to the carinated shoulder, which is pierced 
directly above the collar join by four holes placed on the axis 
of the collar’s angles. The vase is wheel-made, the collar was 
made separately and attached onto the body, the holes were 
pierced with a spike.
Bands of double crosshatched basket weave between 
lines decorate the shoulder, collar (both inner and outer 
surfaces), and upper and lower body. The main decorative 
frieze consists of two narrow panels alternating with two 
long ones. Each narrow panel depicts a female bust between 
speckled draperies. The busts have bobbed hair and wear 
several necklaces, two of which with rows of drop-shaped 
pendants. Each long panel depicts three alternately stand-
ing and sitting figures separated by slender columns with 
simplified palm capitals and bases. All six figures feature 
halos, dark bobs, large hoop earrings, and long speckled 
tunics. Two figures hold barrel drums with concave sides, 
and at least three more figures hold large rectangular ob-
jects, possibly frame drums (as on no. 1). Their fingers are 
spread open and their feet, alternately outlined and solid, 
point to the sides. At least two figures sit on stools with 
simple straight legs. 
3. Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités 
Fig. 4. Vase cat. no. 1. Athens, Benaki Museum, inv. no. 13727.
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Fig. 5. Vase cat. no. 2, side A. Athens, Benaki Museum, inv. no. 13729. 
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Fig. 6. Vase cat. no. 2, sides B-D and top view. Athens, Benaki Museum, inv. no. 13729.
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Fig. 7. Vase cat. no. 3. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités égyptiennes, inv. no. E14361/AF6940 
(photo: © H. Lewandowski, Musée du Louvre).
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
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égyptiennes, inv. no. E14361/AF6940 (figs 7-10)
Acquired in Cairo (Nahman, 1933-1934). 
H. 27.7, rim diam. 10.8, collar rim diam. 26.3, 
foot diam. 8.5. 
Bibliography: Piankoff 1935; Neyret 1979; Metzger et
al.1989, 27, no. 19; Lucchesi-Palli 1982, 164, 169, fig. 5; 
Lyon-Caen 2000, 52, 53; GuideduvisiteurduLouvre,
AntiquitésÉgyptiennes2 (Paris 2001) 76; Rutschowscaya 
2004, 74, 79, fig. 46; Lyon-Caen 2006.
Almost entirely preserved. Coarse fabric with granular 
fracture, reddish-brown (Munsell 10R4/4). Rare medi-
um-sized white inclusions, some gold mica specks. Thick, 
matt, flaky, off-white slip (lime?) on the outer surface. Poly-
chrome (black/brown, purplish brown, red) decoration.
Cylindrical, slightly tapering body with carinated base 
and shoulder, to which an everted collar is added, a ridge 
marking the join on the outer surface. Rounded interior 
rim with shallow groove on top; collar rim tooled. Ring 
foot. Light ribbing on the inside. On the shoulder, directly 
above the join, four symmetrically placed holes. Sloppy 
manufacture resulting in irregular shape. The decoration 
uses black/brown slip paint for the design and black/brown 
and red wash as a fill in places. 
A band of triple crosshatched basket weave between two 
pairs of horizontal lines decorates the collar’s exterior sur-
face. Interspersed on the basket weave are purplish-brown 
dots and twelve circular medallions, which originally con-
tained human busts and geometric motifs (a bust and an 
X are visible under grazing light inside two medallions). 
Below are two narrow panels, each depicting a haloed male 
figure on horseback, alternating with two longer panels, 
each containing six male haloed figures standing under 
arcades in two superimposed rows, the upper row taller 
than the lower. Columns with palmette-shaped capitals 
and bases separate the panels and support the arcades. 
Fig. 8. Vase cat. no. 3 (detail). Paris, Musée du Louvre, 
Département des antiquités égyptiennes, 
inv. no. E14361/AF6940.
Fig. 9. Vase cat. no. 3 (detail). Paris, Musée du Louvre, 
Département des antiquités égyptiennes, 
inv. no. E14361/AF6940.
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_
frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_
frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
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The horsemen’s torso is depicted frontally, their lower 
body in profile astride their horse. One has dark bobbed 
hair, a narrow face, and a pointed beard. He wears a draped, 
billowing mantle and a lamellar cuirass, suggested by ob-
lique hatching, over a red, knee-length, long-sleeved tunic 
with single clavus, and red boots. His sword’s bejewelled 
pommel shows behind his right shoulder. His raised right 
hand holds a spear, which he aims at a large serpent with 
red ribbing undulating beneath the rearing horse. His horse 
is shown in profile, its head turned slightly towards the 
viewer. The horse trappings include a nose strap, collar, 
reins, breeching, and a saddle blanket, all undecorated. The 
second rider has a fuller face and rounded beard. He wears 
a similarly hatched tunic, a mantle with decorated hem, 
and boots. Four large circular phalerae decorated with red 
dots complete his costume. He carries two swords, one in 
its scabbard hanging from his back, the other in his left 
hand. His right hand holds a lance, which he uses to impale 
a small prostrate human figure, whose head and hands are 
barely visible under the horse’s hooves. Like the first horse 
it has bulging eyes, pointed ears, and a long, smooth tail. 
Its collar and breeching feature large rectangular jewel-like 
ornaments. 
The twelve haloed figures have short, dark hair. Their 
long tunics are decorated with clavi embroidered with dots 
and crosses, and their red hemmed coats drape elaborately 
over their hips, shoulders and left arm. They raise their 
right index awkwardly in a gesture of speech and hold a 
scroll in their left hand against their abdomen. Their feet 
point outwards. 
The composition was quickly executed, resulting in pan-
els of unequal size. The rendering of the figures is linear 
and highly stylized, similar in style to that on no. 1. Long 
arched eyebrows frame the small, almond-shaped eyes, 
which join the long, straight nose. Straight horizontal lines 
render the mouth and chin, and small semi-circles indicate 
the ears. 
4. Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités 
égyptiennes, inv. no. E14331 (figs 11-13)
Donated by Pozzi, French ambassador in Tehran (1934). 
Max. pres. H.  14.6, rim diam. 5.5, collar rim diam. 28. 
Bibliography: Unpublished.
Approximately one third preserved (upper part). Interior 
surface up to the base of the shoulder covered in a black 
film, possibly oil or resin residue. Very coarse fabric with 
hackly fracture, reddish-brown (Munsell 10R4/4-4/6), 
fired black at core. Frequent small to large white inclu-
sions, rare gold mica specks, frequent elongated voids. 
Thick, matt, f laky, off-white slip (lime?) on the outer 
surface. Polychrome (black/brown, red, yellowish green) 
painted decoration. 
Fig. 10. Vase cat. no. 3. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités égyptiennes, inv. no. E14361/AF6940.
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Fig. 11a-b. Vase cat. no. 4. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités égyptiennes, inv. no E14331                                   
 (photo: © G. Poncet).
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_frm_rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
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Cylindrical, slightly tapering body with wide ribbing on 
the inside. Carinated shoulder, to which an everted collar is 
added (join visible). Rounded interior rim, rounded collar 
rim with shallow groove on top. On the shoulder, directly 
above the join, four symmetrically placed holes. Sloppy 
manufacture resulting in irregular shape and diameter 
(collar). Decoration painted with thin, black/brown slip-
paint over a preliminary sketch of white slip, visible under 
the paint or where the paint was lost. Yellowish green wash 
applied under the collar’s basket weave pattern and in two 
panels (panel e: preliminary sketch executed over the wash; 
panel f: wash used as a fill for the camel’s body).
A large band of double crosshatched basket weave deco-
rates the collar. A horizontal band consisting of a zigzag 
between triple lines marks the collar’s base. Below this, six 
vertical panels separated by vertical bands of circles between 
triple vertical lines contain: 
a/ Part of a halloed male figure with short hair and a 
sleeveless coat decorated with cross-hatching. The head is 
slightly turned to the right. The facial features are not pre-
served.
b/ The head, torso, arms, and hands of a standing male 
with halo and short hair, wearing a hatched sleeveless coat 
over a tunic.
c/ The head and torso of a haloed or veiled, probably 
female figure with bobbed hair and large hoop earrings, 
holding a possible string instrument. Traces of an unidenti-
fied motif are preserved to the figure’s left.
d/ Part of the head and shoulder of a haloed figure with 
short hair. A large almond-shaped motif with cross-hatch-
ing at the centre is visible to the figure’s right.
e/ A vegetal motif, such as a palm branch, with five long, 
spiky leaves.
f/ The hump, neck, and head of an animal, probably a 
camel, chewing on a flower. The head features two rectan-
gular growths on the head (horns?) and two small ears.
The rendering is similar to than of no. 1, though less 
detailed.
5. University College London, Petrie Museum of 
Egyptian Archaeology, inv. no. UC19481 (figs 14-16, 20)
Acquired by W. M. Flinders Petrie, probably between 
1880 and 1898.1 
Max. pres. H. 24.5, collar rim diam. 26, max. pres. 
body diam. 22.5.
Bibliography: Milne 1898, 113; Milne 31924, 250, fig. 
148; Murray 1935, 2, pl. I, 1-4, 6, IX.3-5, X.6; Teasley 
Trope etal. 2005, 172, no. 134.
Seven fragments adding to approximately two thirds of the 
vase; parts of the wall, inner rim and base missing. Interior 
of the vase and of the single preserved hole covered with 
traces of a thick, shiny, dark substance in the form of so-
lidified droplets; fine, dark film of the same (?) substance 
on interior surface of collar. Coarse fabric with granular 
fracture, brownish-red (Munsell 10R4/6), fired grey at 
core. Frequent small to medium-sized inclusions (white, 
grey), some gold mica specks, frequent voids. Thick (0.05-
0.1 cm), matt, flaky, off-white slip (lime?) on the exterior 
surface. Plastic and painted (black/brown) decoration. 
Cylindrical body with wide ribbing on the interior. Evert-
ed collar added onto the carinated shoulder (join visible in 
the break). Rounded interior rim, rounded collar rim with 
shallow groove on top.
A band of triple crosshatched basket weave decorates the 
collar. Bellow this, the main decorative frieze is framed by 
double horizontal lines and divided into four panels. Two 
tall panels on opposite sides of the vase contain a large fe-
male bust each. The better-preserved bust features a plastic 
nose (tip missing) that is painted brown. The bust on the 
Fig. 12. Vase cat. no. 4. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département 
des antiquités égyptiennes, inv. no. E14331 
(photo: © G. Poncet).
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=crt_frm_
rs&langue=fr&initCritere=false
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opposite side probably also had a plastic nose, the two noses 
probably serving as lugs. Concentric circles denote the eyes 
and irises, double semi-circles the ears. Horizontal lines 
render the kohl lines, wavy eyebrows, and small mouth. 
Short vertical lines indicate the hairline. Both busts wear 
veils and large pendant earrings, ball-shaped and triangu-
lar. A checker pattern denotes the garment on the neck of 
one bust.
Between the busts, are two long panels. One panel con-
tains three haloed figures holding musical instruments, 
separated from the busts and from each other by columns 
with identical capitals and bases consisting of two or three 
superimposed circles separated from the shaft by a triple 
line. The standing central figure and the head and torso of 
the seated side figures are represented frontally; the lower 
body of the side figures faces left, revealing a small stool 
with oblique legs. All three figures have short dark hair 
and elaborately decorated garments. The left figure fea-
tures concentric circles on the bodice and hatched circles 
on the skirt; he holds a small rectangular frame drum with 
concave sides or claps his hands. The middle figure wears 
a checkered skirt and plays a barrel drum with concave 
sides. The right figure dons a long tunic with dense her-
ringbone pattern and striped (or pleated) skirt; he plays a 
trumpet with long slender neck and triangular bell. The 
faces feature long arched eyebrows, almond-shaped eyes 
that join the long, straight nose, a mouth and chin indi-
cated by straight lines, and small, semi-circular ears. Dots 
denote their ankles. 
On the opposite side, the long panel depicts a similarly 
seated figure and a haloed rider with his horse, all partially 
preserved. The seated figure’s legs face right; plain and 
crosshatched circles decorate its tunic, which partially 
covers a striped (or pleated) skirt. The rider features short, 
dark hair, a narrow face, and a pointed beard. He wears 
an overcoat with dense herringbone pattern over a long-
sleeved tunic and brandishes a sword in his raised right 
hand while pointing upward with the index of his raised 
left hand, which also holds the reins. The horse has short, 
curvaceous legs and rounded hooves. Traces of its saddle 
blanket and breeching are visible. Below each long panel 
is a band of fish and birds (possibly ducks) framed by lotus 
flowers with splaying petals. 
The style is linear and vigorous, much like on no. 1.
6. University College London, Petrie Museum of 
Egyptian Archaeology, inv. no. UC19480 (figs 17-18)
Acquired by W. M. Flinders Petrie, possibly between 
1880 and 1898. 
Max. pres. H. 14, max. pres. body diam. 18.8.
Bibliography: Milne 31924, 250, fig. 148; Murray 1935, 
1-2, pl. I.5, IX.1.
Large body shard. Coarse fabric with granular fracture, 
brownish red (Munsell 10R4/4), fired grey at core. Fre-
quent, small to medium sized inclusions (white, grey), fre-
quent gold mica specks, voids. Thick, matt, flaky, off-white 
slip (lime?) over light brown undercoat on outer surface. 
Painted bichrome (black and red) decoration; black/brown 
wash used as fill in places.
Vase probably similar to nos 1, 3-5, but smaller. Vertical 
bands resembling reed poles frame two partially preserved 
panels of different widths. The left (narrow) panel depicts a 
male haloed figure with dark bobbed hair and round chin. 
He wears a dark tunic with long, wide sleeves and simple 
decoration at the hem, which resembles a monk’s cassock. 
He clutches an amphora with his left arm and one or two 
Fig. 13. Vase cat. no. 4. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des antiquités égyptiennes, inv. no. E14331.
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fish with his right hand. The amphora features a long ta-
pering body, pointed bottom, sharply carinated shoulder, 
short, flaring neck, and small handles curving from the 
neck to the shoulder and curiously meeting behind the 
neck. A narrow decorative (?) band marks the amphora’s 
shoulder. A possible dipinto, in the form of two arrowheads, 
is marked in red below the shoulder. Red paint inside the 
amphora mouth probably indicates its contents (wine?). 
The right (large) panel depicts a haloed rider in military 
costume. His upper body is shown frontally. Only the 
horse’s rear with its tail, breeches, and saddle is preserved. 
The rider features a long face with pointed beard and dark 
bobbed hair. He wears a wide-sleeved tunic and a chlamys 
with decorated hem. Three circular panels or phalerae com-
plete his costume. He holds a spear in his raised right hand. 
Both figures feature large almond-shaped eyes that join the 
long, straight nose. Horizontal lines indicate the eyebrows, 
mouth, and chin. 
7. University College London, Petrie Museum of 
Egyptian Archaeology, inv. no. UC19482 (fig. 19)
Acquired by W. M. Flinders Petrie, possibly between 
1880 and 1898. 
Max. pres. H. 14.5, max. pres. body diam. 25.5.
Bibliography: Murray 1935, 2, pl. I.9, IX.2.
Large body shard. Coarse fabric with granular fracture, 
brownish red (Munsell 10R4/4) fired grey at core. Frequent 
small to medium sized inclusions (white, grey), frequent 
gold mica specks, voids. Thick, matt, flaky, off-white slip 
(lime?) over a light brown undercoat on the outer surface. 
Painted bichrome (black/brown and red) decoration.
Vase probably similar to nos 1, 3-5, with thicker walls. 
The partially preserved panel is framed by vertical (four 
straight, one undulating in the middle) and horizontal 
(two straight) lines. It depicts a horse and its rider. Shown 
in profile, the trotting horse features an elaborately deco-
rated collar and a spotted saddle blanket. The rider wears 
long, baggy pantaloons decorated with dark arrowhead 
Fig. 14. Vase cat. no. 5. London, Petrie Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19481 (after: Teasley Trope etal. 2005, 172).
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motifs and red dots, over a tunic with decorative hem. Part 
of his torso and left (?) hand are also preserved. The design 
is more fluid, the lines thicker, and the overall style sketch-
ier than on nos 1-6.
An eighth, almost complete example, now in the Coptic 
Museum in Cairo, belongs to the same group of vases.2 A 
horizontal band of triple crosshatched basket weave deco-
rates the collar (as on nos 1-5). Six similar vertical bands di-
vide the body into six panels, each band featuring three me-
dallions containing a star or solar motif in reserve against a 
red background (as on no. 3), each panel depicting a stand-
ing haloed male figure in a long, elaborately draped tunic. 
The six figures fold their arms over their abdomen, the in-
dex and middle finger of the right hand lifted in a gesture 
of benediction. Like nos 1-7, the Cairo vase has no known 
provenance.
Two pottery shards from the recently excavated Church 
D at Bawit probably belong to this type of vase.3 One is 
a collar rim fragment with the beginnings of the shoul-
der, the other a body fragment with the beginnings of the 
shoulder. Both have painted decoration: the former depicts 
birds alternating with floral or geometric motifs, the latter a 
human head and adjacent column directly below a dotted 
band marking the beginnings of the shoulder, exactly as 
on our nos 1-7. The only two examples of this type of vase 
with a known findspot, they come from mixed deposits 
with material dating from the seventh to the tenth/eleventh 
centuries.
FOR M
This exceptional group of vases combines a highly unusual 
shape with a recurring repertoire of specific human figures 
and secondary motifs. The tall, cylindrical body is paired 
with a splaying collar and four peripheral holes, which may 
have served the purpose of collecting and redirecting inside 
the body any liquid spilt when filling the vase or removing 
its contents. Evidence for such a liquid can be sought in 
the dark organic residue (oil, or resin, or both) lining the 
interior surface of nos 4 and 5 (fig. 20). Alternatively, the 
holes might have also held suspension chains (though their 
location at the base of the shoulder renders this hypothesis 
unlikely), string in order to secure a lid, or wicks. We can as-
sume that, like no. 2, nos 1 and 3-7 had a solid (not pierced) 
Fig. 15a-b. Vase cat. no. 5 (details). London, Petrie Museum    
of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19481.
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bottom. The ring-shaped or flat base would have allowed 
the vases to stand on a level surface.
A morphological parallel can be found in a vase from Kel-
lia (Kôm 366), the concept and dimensions of which closely 
resemble the concept and dimensions of nos 1-6.4 The Kel-
lia vase features a tall, bell-shaped body with a flat base, 
wide mouth, splaying collar, and four peripheral holes at 
the collar’s base. It also comes with four ring-shaped hold-
ers integral to the collar. The presence of a greasy film, 
interpreted as oil residue, in the vase’s interior, led Georges 
Egloff to identify the object as a lighting device, a kind of 
lamp stand with integral oil container and holders, the lat-
ter possibly for conical glass inserts. The same context at 
Kôm 366 yielded two further fragmentary objects of this 
type, of which one originally featured six annular holders.5 
Kôm 219 also produced a similar vase.6 All of the Kellia 
examples come from domestic rooms and from seventh-
century contexts.
With their multiple holders arranged in a circle, the Kel-
lia vases recall the multi-nozzled pottery and metal lamps 
and metal polykandela widely used in the Early Chris-
tian and Islamic periods.7 Their particularity lies in the 
large reservoir, which keeps fuel at hand, dispensing from 
the need to seek it from a separate container. The holes 
on the shoulder should redirect any fuel spilt during the 
filling process into the reservoir. Egloff even put forward 
the hypothesis of wicks fed perpetually from the reservoir, 
comparing them to the ‘eternal’ or ‘ever-burning’ lamps 
(ἀκοητοι κανδῆλες or λυχναι) frequently mentioned in 
texts as burning in the most sacred parts of a church, but 
also near tombs, relics, and holy images.8 Through its as-
sociation with a holy place or object, the oil of lamps that 
were kept burning continuously was believed to have me-
dicinal and prophylactic properties, as several accounts of 
miraculous healings suggest.9 ‘Eternal’ lamps that were 
tended regularly may not have had a use for a large reser-
voir unless their oil was particularly sought after, as was, 
for example, the oil from the ‘eternal’ lamps burning before 
the Holy Sepulchre and the tomb of Job, which, according 
to Egeria, was poured into eulogies, allowing pilgrims to 
take home its blessing and protection from spiritual and 
physical evils.10
DECOR ATION
The decoration of nos 1-7 is as intriguing as their form. 
It is based on a more or less standard repertoire of human 
figures, which are combined in different ways probably ac-
cording to the requirements of different clients or destina-
tions. As far as I know, comparable decorative schemes do 
not occur elsewhere on pottery. The subject matter, with 
its obvious religious connotations, recalls representational 
art on other media, such as wall painting, manuscript il-
lumination, and textiles. 
The decoration is organized in tall panels and long friezes 
framed by bands of secondary decorative motifs (geomet-
ric, vegetal, animal). The panels, which contain the larger 
figures (busts, horsemen, isolated saints), often resemble 
the rectangular tabulae, or emblemata, of textiles. Smaller 
Fig. 16. Vase cat. no. 5. London, Petrie Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19481.
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figures, separated by columns, populate the friezes. The 
use of arcades for separating and framing human figures 
(nos 1-3, 5, 6) has numerous examples in wall painting, 
sculpture, and textiles,11 as does that of medallions (no. 
3 and Cairo vase).12 The vegetal capitals on nos 1-3 recall 
actual capitals from the monasteries of Saint Phoibamon at 
Deir el Bahari (sixth-seventh centuries) and Apa Jeremiah 
at Saqqara (sixth-eight centuries).13 Basket weave is a com-
mon decorative motif in sculpture, particularly on capitals, 
and on textiles; its use on nos 1-5, the shape of which recalls 
baskets, might be seen as a reference to the actual object.14 
Femalebusts
The two Benaki Museum vases (nos 1, 2) and one of the 
Petrie Museum pieces (no. 5) depict musicians and female 
busts. The position of the busts on opposite sides of the vase 
and the plastic rendering of the noses on no. 5 recall the gro-
tesque relief faces decorating the neck of several Coptic jars 
or jugs. One such example, now in the Coptic Museum in 
Cairo, shows a bejewelled woman on one side and a bearded 
man on the other.15 Others depict male faces only.16 
In terms of composition, the panels with female busts 
evoke the numerous Coptic textile tabulae that depict rich-
ly dressed and bejewelled, often wreathed or haloed ladies 
surrounded by geometric or vegetal decoration. Usually 
identified as deities (such as the earth goddess Ge) or al-
legories (Hours, Seasons), these busts served as benevolent 
household images associated with abundance and prosper-
ity.17 A textile, now in the Brooklyn Museum, shows a ha-
loed female bust wearing ball earrings and a multicoloured 
checkered garment, much like the one on no. 5, surrounded 
by Nilotic scenes (fig. 21).18 The female busts on no. 5 are 
associated with a frieze of ducks and fish, a possible refer-
ence to the waters surrounding the earth (Ge). Veiled and 
richly adorned, the busts on nos 1, 2 and 5 also recall the 
busts of anonymous female saints or personifications deco-
rating the walls of Chapel XLII in the monastery of Apa 
Apollo at Bawit.19 
Alternatively, the necklaces featured on nos 1, 2, with 
their multiple strands and piriform pendants, might rep-
resent throat tattoos, such as those worn by Eritrean and 
northern Ethiopian (Amharic) Christian women.20 The 
practice of tattooing (religious and decorative) has a long 
tradition in Egypt. Common motifs on Egyptian mum-
mies include dotted lozenges, circles, and lines across the 
chest, arms, and legs.21 Coptic tattoos consist primarily of 
Christian motifs, such as crosses and images of saints, a 
permanent reminder of God’s grace, an apotropaic device 
against evil spirits, and a means of religious and ethnic iden-
tification in a predominantly Muslim society.22 
Musicians
The female busts are systematically associated with rep-
resentations of male and/or female musicians seated or 
standing under arcades (nos 1, 2, 5). An integral part of 
celebration and feasting, musicians are represented on 
Coptic textiles associated with dancers and other scenes 
of merrymaking.23 Several Late Roman Egyptian papyri 
report that groups of musicians, like those depicted here, 
were employed to perform even in humble village houses 
during festivals.24 Their association on no. 5 with the rider 
and Nilotic motifs (with their obvious apotropaic and salva-
tional symbolism, see infra) reinforces their interpretation 
as images of religious celebration. 
The musical instruments illustrated on nos 1, 2, 5, and 
possibly 4, belong to both the Byzantine/Arab and African/
Egyptian traditions. The percussion instruments include 
the concave double-skin barrel drum, similar to the Arab 
doumbek, and the straight (or concave) frame drum, similar 
to the African bendir or tamalin, which was prominent in 
Egypt since the New Kingdom.25 The latter is played ‘lap 
style’ on nos 1, 2, the drum resting on the musician’s knees, 
the skin facing away from him, the fingers of both hands 
playing. This position is necessary when the frame drum 
is too large for handheld playing. On no. 5, the figure on 
the far left is either holding a small concave frame drum or 
clapping hands as is customary in Coptic chant for mark-
ing the rhythmical measure of the song.26 
A possible chordophone with a large, pear-shaped body 
is depicted on nos 1 and 4, lying across the player’s lap. Its 
size and shape recall the Byzantine lute and Arab oud, two 
instruments normally associated with Byzantine and Is-
lamic court iconography.27 The Byzantine and Arab lutes 
differ significantly from the waisted long-necked Egyptian 
and Coptic lutes known from representations and from dis-
coveries of actual objects.28 Similar chordophones are de-
picted on a Coptic terracotta of a female musician from the 
Goshen necropolis (date uncertain)29 and on a fragmentary 
Coptic textile, now in the Benaki Museum, showing a male 
or female musician with bobbed hair plucking the strings of 
a large lute or oud with the fingers of his or her right hand 
(ninth or tenth centuries) (fig. 22).30 
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Finally, the wind instrument played by the far right 
musician on no. 5, with its long neck and wide, though 
somewhat oddly shaped, bell resembles both the ancient 
Egyptian trumpet and the Ethiopian mäläkättrumpet.31 
A combination of instruments similar to the ones pictured 
here, namely a concave barrel-drum, a lute, and a long flute 
or trumpet, are depicted on an eighth- or ninth-century 
Iranian silver ewer from Perm.32
Equestriansaints
The costume and weapons of the equestrian figures on nos 
3, 5, and 6 identify them as military saints. The riders on 
no. 3 carry swords and spears and are shown in the act of 
spearing their foe, a reptile and a human lying beneath the 
horse’s hooves. One of them wears the characteristic phaler-
ae of the military, as does the rider on no. 6, who holds a 
partially preserved lance. The rider on no. 4 brandishes a 
sword, but wears a simple tunic decorated with a herring-
Fig. 17. Vase cat. no. 6. London, Petrie Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19480.
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bone pattern like one of the musicians on the same vase. 
Military saints were extremely popular in Egypt as in 
the rest of the Eastern Empire. Their cult is documented 
in papyri, inscriptions, and hagiographical texts. Several, 
including the popular Menas, Phoibammon, and Victor, 
were natives of Egypt, while others were appropriated by 
Egyptian tradition: Saint Theodore Stratelates, the great 
saint of Euchaita in Asia Minor, was given an Egyptian 
origin, whereas the Passion of Saint George appears to be an 
Egyptian creation. Also important were the cults of Saint 
Merkourios, a native of Asia Minor, and Saints Sergios and 
Leontios, both from Syria-Palestine.33 
Coptic iconography favoured the depiction of martyrs 
and military saints as riders very early on, probably drawing 
from the tradition of the dragon-slaying horseman, a motif 
developed in the Lagide and Roman periods. The dragon-
slaying Coptic horseman is believed to continue the image 
of the mounted Horus/Harpocrates overcoming evil, an 
image probably established in the first century BC as part 
of the myth of Horus’s battle against the forces of Typhon 
in his seeking vengeance for Osiris’ death.34 The famous 
Roman relief depicting the falcon-headed Horus spearing 
a crocodile, now in the Louvre (probably from Faras), is 
an example of the early iconography on which the Coptic 
horseman, who perpetuates this god’s salvational and pro-
tective aspects, was modelled.35 The Coptic horseman is 
portrayed as early as the third century on amulets and other 
objects as spearing a demon who lies on the ground beneath 
his horse or a demonic enemy of reptilian form, such as the 
scorpion or crocodile that Horus/Harpokrates tradition-
ally fought.36 Coptic textiles and metalwork depicting a 
horseman spearing a reptilian adversary are common well 
into the eighth-ninth centuries.37 One late example, an 
eighth-century textile now in Berlin, enhances the rider’s 
salvational symbolism by associating the image of a horse-
man spearing a serpent with pomegranates, a symbol of 
immortality, forming a cruciform design in an adjacent 
roundel.38 
The holy rider can also be associated to a prostrate fe-
male demon as on several Byzantine magical amulets dat-
ing from the sixth century onwards.39 Inscriptions on these 
amulets invoke Solomon, the archetypal exorcist of evil, 
or Saint Sisinnios, or both, thus identifying the holy rider 
with either or both of these figures. Sisinnios, who was not 
a soldier, but a dignitary of the imperial house at Antioch,40 
appears to have been the first Christian saint who absorbed 
Solomon’s image as a horseman vanquishing a demon.41 He 
is also among the first saints to appear as a rider in Coptic 
iconography. Dated to the sixth or seventh century, the 
well-known wall painting from Chapel XVII in the Mon-
astery of Apa Apollo at Bawit represents the haloed saint 
on horseback spearing the female demon Alabasdria.42 His 
image is surrounded by symbols relating to both the Horus 
myth and Jewish magic, thus transforming the holy victory 
of good over evil into an apotropaic image.43 
With the image of the equestrian hero vanquishing his 
evil foe begins the long iconographical tradition of Cop-
tic equestrian martyr saints, a tradition that continued 
uninterrupted and unaffected both by iconoclasm and 
the Islamic hostility towards religious images.44 Several 
equestrian saints, including Sissinios, the famous military 
martyrs Phoibammon and Victor, and the more obscure 
Sabine, Horion, Bonakh, and Askla adorn the walls of 
Chapels XVII, XXVI, LI, and LVI in the Monastery of Apa 
Apollo at Bawit.45 Of these only Sisinnios is depicted in the 
act of spearing his adversary. A mounted Saint Theodore 
is depicted in the Monastery of Apa Jeremiah at Saqqara 
(sixth-eighth centuries).46 At least three military saints, of 
which one is shown in the act of slaying a serpent, and one 
martyr saint on horseback adorn the nave of a basilica at 
Tebtunis in the Fayoum,47 whereas an image of Theod-
ore Stratelates and two more unidentified serpent-slaying 
saints decorate an unidentified building also at Tebtunis 
(dated to 953).48 Equestrian military saints are present at 
Fig. 18. Vase cat. no. 6. London, Petrie Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19480.
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the Monastery of Abou Maqar (haikal of Benjamin) in the 
Wadi Natroun (tenth-eleventh centuries: Claudius and 
Menas),49 the monastery of Naqlun in the Fayoum (1022-
1032: Merkourios),50 the North Church of the Monastery 
of the Martyrs (Deir al-Shohada) in the Esna desert (1129/
30 or 1179/80: Claudius, Theodore Stratelates, a possible 
George),51 the Monastery of Saint Anthony in the Eastern 
Desert (1232-3: George, Merkourios, Theodore Strate-
lates, Theodore the Anatolian, Claudius, Victor, Menas, 
Sisinnios, Phoibammon, and John of Heraclea),52 and, 
finally, the Monastery of Saint Paul (eighteenth century: 
Menas, Julius of Aqfahs, Apater, Irene, Isidore, Sakhiroun/
Iskhirun of Qalin, and James the Sawn-Asunder).53 Eques-
trian saints, such as Theodore Stratelates, Merkourios, Me-
nas, and Ptolemy, often spearing their foe, are also depicted 
in several Coptic manuscripts as early as the eighth-ninth 
centuries.54 
Like the generic Coptic rider, equestrian saints came to 
symbolize victory over the forces of evil and, ultimately, tri-
umph over death.55 Their icons and relics were considered 
to possess apotropaic powers and to act as intercessors with 
the divine.56 As guards and protectors they are conveniently 
placed near the entrance to a church, as at Tebtunis and 
Deir al-Shohada, or its sanctuary, as in the khurus at Saint 
Anthony’s.57 
With the notable exception of the eulogies depicting 
Saint Menas on horseback,58 images of horsemen are rare 
on Coptic pottery and can hardly be interpreted as specifi-
cally religious. Examples include a bowl fragment from Kel-
lia (hermitage QR 195) with hints of a bearded rider and his 
horse’s mane and bridles, and another from Antinoe (from 
the north cemetery, dated to the sixth century) depicting 
the head and hand (holding a spear?) of a human figure and 
the possible traces of a horse’s mane.59 The lack of inscrip-
tions identifying the riders on nos 3, 5 and 6 might suggest 
that these, too, were generic apotropaic images of the kind 
deeply rooted in Egyptian tradition, rather than representa-
tions of specific saints. They do, however, use iconographic 
details that in other media, such as monumental painting, 
would serve to distinguish one saint from another. 
Thus, the man-slaying rider with two swords on no. 3 fol-
lows the iconographic type of Saint Merkourios, the Copts’ 
AbouSifein (Father of the two swords), shown here in the 
act of vanquishing Julian the Apostate. Other man-slaying 
military saints, such as Saint George and Saint Claudius, 
can be excluded on this account.60 Martyred under Decius, 
Fig. 19a-b. Vase cat. no. 7. London, Petrie Museum                      
 of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19482.
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Merkourios was first associated with Julian’s death by John 
Malalas (c. 570), who claims to derive his information from 
Eutychianos, an early fifth-century author.61 In Egypt, the 
legend of Saint Merkourios killing Julian appeared in the 
seventh century in John of Nikiou’s Chronicle and in the 
History of the Church of Alexandria. This legend was sup-
posedly translated into Coptic in the sixth century. Merk-
ourios’s association with Julian’s death may explain his great 
success after the Arab conquest, when he was perceived as a 
defender of Christians.62 In fact, his cult was scarcely docu-
mented before the ninth century, after which no fewer that 
twenty-seven shrines are known and the name Merkourios 
became popular among Christians in Egypt.63 
A youthful, beardless Merkourios (inscribed ohagios
Merkourios) impaling the small, bearded figure of Julian 
(Ioulianos) is depicted in a ninth-tenth century Coptic 
manuscript (Vatican Copto 66, fol. 287) (fig. 23). At the 
top right corner of the image, an angel holds a sword in-
tended for the saint – his emblematic second sword – as 
stated in the accompanying inscription. The pommel of 
Merkourios’s own sword is visible behind his back, as on the 
Louvre vase (no. 3).64 A possibly ninth- or tenth-century 
Coptic icon, now at Saint Catherine’s on Mount Sinai, re-
peats this iconographic scheme, though only Julian’s head 
is preserved under the horse.65 An elaborately armed Saint 
Merkourios is depicted at the Naqlun Monastery (1022-
1032).66 At the Monastery of Saint Anthony’s (1232/3) 
Merkourios holds an honorary position as guardian of the 
khurus together with Saint George. He is armed with two 
swords, one in its scabbard, behind his saddle, the other 
held in his left hand (as on no. 3). An angel touches the 
blade of this sword indicating its miraculous origin. The 
saint also holds a spear in his right hand, which he uses to 
take Julian’s life.67
The military saint impaling a serpent on no. 3 has been 
tentatively identified as Saint Theodore on account of his 
narrow face and short, pointed beard, which correspond 
to the saint’s prevalent portrait type.68 The military saint 
on no. 6 has similar facial features. Though not the only 
saint associated with the miracle of dragon slaying, Theo-
dore was extremely popular in Egypt to the point of being 
assimilated by the local hagiographic tradition. Accord-
ing to his Greek passion preserved by Gregory of Nyssa, 
Theodore was a conscript soldier (τρων) killed under 
Maximian at Amasia and buried at Euchaita.69 His legend 
was already enriched with miracles in the fifth century, 
and later (possibly in the eighth century) with the kill-
ing of the dragon of Euchaita.70 In the ninth century, the 
saint was doubled, hence the apparition of Theodore the 
General (στρατηλ#της) next to Theodore Tiron. In fact, 
the legend of Tiron gave birth to two separate legends of 
the Stratelates: a Coptic and a Greek legend, of which the 
Coptic is probably earlier by approximately a century. Late 
Coptic tradition (eighth century and later) considers Theo-
dore a native of Egypt, who went to Euchaita as a soldier 
to fight the Persians and was martyred at Antioch under 
Diocletian.71 The same sources name him ‘the General’ 
and attribute to him the death of the Euchaita dragon, 
normally associated with Theodore Tiron in Greek tradi-
tion. According to the Coptic legend, Theodore was bur-
ied at Sotep/Hypsele, south of Lykopolis, where his relics 
were reportedly kept in the twelfth century. There exists, 
however, a second Coptic Passion, probably of the seventh 
century, which is close to the Greek Passion of Theodore 
Tiron and bears no reference to Egypt. A third Theodore, 
Fig. 20. Vase cat. no. 5. London, Petrie Museum                            
 of Egyptian Antiquities, inv. no. UC19481.
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the so-called ‘Anatolian’, a companion of Leontios the Arab 
and Panegyris the Persian,  is mentioned in Coptic litera-
ture, his Acta translated from Greek.72
Images of the equestrian Saint Theodore spearing the 
dragon are not uncommon in Coptic Egypt.73 He ap-
pears twice at Saqqara, trampling on the dragon and on 
horseback accompanied by the inscription Theodoros
Pestratelates.74 A ninth- or tenth-century, possibly Coptic, 
triptych leaf now in the Monastery of Saint Catherine’s in 
Mount Sinai shows Saint Theodore in a similar pose.75 A 
wall painting from Tebtunis, dated by inscription to 953, 
depicts Saint Theodore spearing a giant snake that rises up 
to face the saint (as on no. 3), while a widow standing before 
the horse pleads for the saint to rescue her sons, who are in-
tended as a sacrifice to the dragon and are pictured beneath 
the horse’s legs.76 The same iconographic scheme appears 
in a ninth- or tenth-century Coptic manuscript (Vatican 
Copto 66, fol. 210v):77 named by inscription (oHagiosThe
odorosPestratelates) and sporting his characteristic pointed 
beard, Theodore spears the serpent, while a woman stand-
ing before him points at him and at her two children, who 
curl up between the horse’s rear legs (fig. 24). In the North 
Church of the Monastery of the Martyrs (Deir al-Shohada) 
at Esna (1129/30 or 1179/80), Saint Theodore Stratelates 
is depicted with two other equestrian saints, Claudius and 
a possible George.78 Theodore’s image is damaged, but one 
can make out a pointed beard and a spear. Finally, both 
Theodore Stratelates and Theodore the Anatolian are de-
picted at the Monastery of Saint Anthony (1232/3), the 
former spearing the serpent accompanied by the widow and 
her sons, the latter very partially preserved.79 
No trace of a halo or weapons allows the rider depicted 
on no. 7 to be identified as a soldier or a saint. Unlike the 
riders on nos 3 and 6, he wears a long robe over baggy pan-
taloons, the characteristic Arab sirwal. Although the sirw-
al’s legs hang free as in civilian dress (soldiers tucked theirs 
into their boots or covered them with leggings), this does 
not rule out the rider’s military status, as the image of Saint 
Victor dressed in a sirwal and slippers at the Monastery of 
Saint Antony (1232/3) suggests.80 
Monk
The haloed figure carrying an amphora and fish on no. 6 
wears a dark cassock, which identifies him as a monk. His 
Fig. 21. Textile of haloed head of a woman, sixth century. 
Wool and linen, 24 x 24 cm. Brooklyn Museum, 
Gift of Pratt Institute, inv. no. 42.438.4.
Fig. 22. Wall hanging of musician with a string instrument. 
Wool, H. 74 cm. Athens, The Benaki Museum of Islamic Art, 
inv. no. ΓΕ 8496.
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association with an equestrian saint (Theodore?) brings to 
mind a miniature from an eleventh-century Coptic (Sa-
hidic) manuscript of the Martyrdom of Saint Ptolemy of 
Nikentori (modern Dendera) from Hamouli (fig. 25).81 
The miniature depicts a youthful equestrian saint in mili-
tary costume facing a bearded saint dressed in a long tunic 
and carrying a piriform flask or amphora with long neck 
tethered to a stick. Coptic inscriptions identify the saints 
as ‘Apa Ptolemy the Magistrate’ and ‘Apa Paphnoutios the 
Ascetic’. The image illustrates the meeting of Ptolemy, a 
nobleman of Dendera, with the hermit Paphnoutios (Pa-
phnoute).82 Ptolemy was out hunting when he encountered 
the hermit, who convinced him to renounce his wealth 
and become a disciple of Dorotheus at Antinoe. Eventu-
ally, Ptolemy confessed his faith publicly and was tortured 
by the governor at Toukh al-Kheil, a place west of Taha, 
where a church was later erected in his honour. Paphnoutios 
may be one of several martyrs by the same name, including 
Papnoute of Dendera, the famous hermit tortured by Ari-
anus.83 The monk Paphnoutios, who according to the Ara-
bic synaxary travelled in the inner desert in search for her-
mits living in perfect solitude, may or may not be the same 
person.84 Both martyrs were popular in Upper Egypt. 
Could the monk carrying the amphora and fish on no. 
6 be identified as Paphnoutios? The equestrian saint to his 
right (Theodore?) faces away from him, but we can imagine 
another equestrian saint (Ptolemy?) to the monk’s left and 
turned towards him. This monk, of course, carries more 
that enough to eat and drink in the desert. The red colour 
inside the amphora’s mouth suggests wine as its contents. 
With its sharply carinated shoulder and short, f laring 
neck, the amphora closely resembles the later variants of 
the Egyptian transport vessels grouped under the name 
Late Roman Amphora 7, which were produced from the 
Fig. 24. Saint Theodore. Vatican Copto 66, fol. 210v 
(after: Leroy 1974, pl. 105.1).
Fig. 23. Saint Merkourios. Vatican Copto 66, fol. 287 
(after: Leroy 1974, pl. 105.2).
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seventh to the mid-ninth centuries.85 An intriguing red
dipinto, shaped like a double arrow, decorates the ampho-
ra’s body. The fish and wine might also be interpreted as 
offerings presented at a religious festival or even as symbols 
of abundance and prosperity. 
Apostles
On no. 3 the equestrian saints are associated with twelve 
standing saints in identical pose and dress, most probably 
apostles. These closely resemble the youthful apostles of the 
Cairo vase (see supra), who are twice as large as the apostles 
on no. 3, wear elaborately draped pallia and tunics, and 
hold codices in their left hand.86 They also recall the apostle 
Timothy (?) in an Arabic manuscript of 892, now at Saint 
Petersburg: dressed in a pallium and tunic decorated with 
dots forming cruciform motifs, he raises his right index and 
middle fingers in a gesture of benediction and holds a scroll 
in his left hand.87 Comparable groups of apostles standing 
under arcades are depicted in the haikal of Benjamin at 
Deir Abu Makar in the Wadi Natroun (ninth-tenth centu-
ries) and on a fragmentary limestone epistyle from Saqqara 
carved with the images of seven apostles and Christ stand-
ing under arcades.88 
Fishandducks
A frieze of ducks and fish separated by reeds completes the 
decoration of female busts, musicians, and horseman on no. 
5. A standard decor on Coptic painted pottery, ducks and fish 
are also found on woodwork and textiles, often swimming 
among aquatic plants in lively compositions that symbolize 
the Nile’s life-giving abundance and evoke Nilotic paradise.89 
As an attribute of ancient solar gods and the later Harpocra-
tes, ducks were thought to suggest deification after death; 
they were also regarded as expressions of hope for future life 
through their erotic association with Aphrodite and her son 
Eros.90 Here they echo and enhance both the motif of abun-
dance introduced by the female personifications (busts) and 
that of death and triumph introduced by the horseman. 
Fig. 25. Apa Ptolemy the Magistrate and Apa Paphnoutios the 
Ascetic. New York, Pierpont Morgan Library M 581 
(after: Leroy 1974, pl. 37).
Fig. 26. Virgin and child with angels. New York, Pierpont 
Morgan Library M 612, fol. 1v [after: L’artcopteenÉgypte.
2000ansdechristianisme (exhibition catalogue, 
Institut du monde arabe, Paris 2000) 73, no. 50].
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Orantfigure
The most elusive iconography is offered by vase no. 4, with 
its four partially preserved haloed figures: one orant man 
and a possible female musician framed by two more men. A 
camel and a palm-shaped motif complete the composition. 
No. 4 may simply offer a juxtaposition of images of prayer 
and celebration coupled with standard Egyptian decorative 
motifs. Orant figures, often depicted in niches and, when 
more than two, under arcades, are a common theme in 
Coptic art. On funerary stelai they express the Christian 
prayer for the resting of the soul and for eternal life.91 On 
the other hand, it is tempting to see in the association of 
the orant figure and the camel a reference to Saint Menas, 
even though the two panels are not adjacent and the re-
maining three figures, particularly the female musician, 
cannot easily fit in with the Menas iconography. A native 
of Egypt, Saint Menas became immensely popular from 
the fifth century onwards, by which time his sanctuary in 
the Mareotis had gained fame as a healing centre. Several, 
often conflicting accounts of his life suggest that Menas 
was a soldier, whose cohort, according to one version of the 
story, was sent under Diocletian from Egypt to Cotyaeum 
in Phrygia. There he declared his faith openly and was be-
headed. At his wish, his coffin was taken back to Egypt 
and was buried in the Mareotis after no camel could bear 
its weight. A wooden image carved before the burial and 
construction of a rudimentary shrine represented Menas as 
a soldier standing between two camels, an image perpetu-
ated in Menas’s subsequent iconography.92 
Menas’s standard iconographical type, which shows the 
orant saint, youthful and beardless, in short military tunic 
and chlamys, standing between two camels appears on the 
numerous eulogies produced at his sanctuary and on several 
representations in wall painting and sculpture.93 An ivory 
pyxis, now in the British Museum, introduces several more 
figures: four pilgrims to the saint’s shrine and participants 
in scenes of the saint’s judgement and martyrdom.94 An-
other example of a fairly extensive pictorial cycle, this time 
of the saint’s miracles set against the architectural frame of 
the saint’s shrine, is provided by the eighth-century wall 
paintings of a chapel within the temple of Ramses III at 
Medinet Habu.95 If the orant figure on no. 4 is identified as 
Saint Menas, some or all of the other three figures may refer 
to episodes of his life and miracles. It is also tempting to see 
in them the saints whose names or images we find associ-
ated with Saint Menas on several eulogies: Thecla, whose 
sanctuary was located at mid-distance between Alexandria 
and Abu Mena, Athenogenes, Konon, or Dios.96
A different interpretation of the decorative scheme on 
no. 4 arises from Clémence Neyret’s tentative identifica-
tion of the almond-shaped motif with cross-hatched in-
terior, which occupies the upper left corner of one panel, 
as the bandaged body of Lazarus rising from his grave.97 
An analogous image appears on a partially preserved ivory 
pyxis, now in the Louvre, where the decoration is divided 
into panels as on no. 4. The diminutive figure of the mum-
mified Lazarus exiting from his grave occupies the upper 
left corner (the only preserved) of one panel, while a figure 
in draped garment faces the other way in the adjacent (also 
partially preserved) panel; Christ, Lazarus’s sisters Martha 
and Maria, and possible onlookers probably completed the 
composition.98 The raising of Lazarus, an expression par
excellence of hope for future life, repeats the salvational 
symbolism introduced by the riders and Nilotic imagery 
on some of the other vases.
DATE
Vases nos 1 and 3-6 are almost identical in shape, fabric, 
decorative technique, and style. The rendering of the fig-
ures is linear and highly stylized, but confident and vigor-
ous. It is tempting to attribute these vases, as well as the 
Cairo example, to the same workshop. No. 2 differs signifi-
cantly in shape and fabric; it also shows a sketchier design 
and sloppy execution that are matched by the poor quality 
of the slip and paint. No. 7 has thicker walls that the other 
vases and is distinguished by a more fluid design, thicker 
lines, and different iconographic details. 
The relative conservatism of Coptic iconography does 
not allow us to refine the broad chronological framework 
(seventh-tenth/eleventh centuries) provided by the two 
Bawit fragments (see above) and does not exclude an even 
later date. The Romano-Byzantine military costumes and 
horse trappings pictured on nos 3 and 6, for example, are 
common in Coptic art from the earlier representations of 
the Coptic rider until well into the late Middle Ages. Eques-
trian saints in knee-length tunics, leggings, boots, and mili-
tary cloaks, armed with a spear and sword are illustrated 
in the ninth- or tenth-century Vatican Copto 6699 and in 
the thirteenth-century wall paintings at the Monastery of 
Saint Anthony.100 The ‘bejewelled’ collar and breaches of 
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Merkourios’s horse (no. 3) recall those depicted on the Ro-
man Horus relief101 and in a representation of the mounted 
Saint Menas from an eleventh-century Coptic manuscript, 
now in Manchester (John Rylands Library, Coptic S. 
33).102 Pendant ornaments similar to those decorating the 
breeching on no. 5, though more elaborate, are pictured at 
Bawit (sixth-seventh centuries),103 Tebtunis (eighth-ninth 
[?] centuries and 953),104 and Saint Antony’s (1232/3),105 
and are common on horse representations in sculpture 
and textiles.106 However, considering that most of the later 
representations of military saints, such as those at Esna 
(1129/30 or 1179/80) and the majority at Saint Anthony’s 
(1232/3), adopt the Turkish military dress and horse trap-
pings (quilted coat, wool cap, composite bow, large saddle 
blanket) introduced in Egypt by the Ayyubids,107 nos 3 
and 6 are more likely to date before the Ayyubid period (c. 
1171-1260).
 The presence of Merkourios, on the other hand, suggests 
a probable date from the ninth century onwards for no. 3, 
since until then this saint is scarcely documented. A stylistic 
comparison, however risky, between the painted decora-
tion on some of the vases and painting on other media also 
points to a date in the ninth-tenth centuries. The stylized, 
flat rendering of the faces on nos 1, 3-6, with the long, 
arched eyebrows that ‘dip’ to form the narrow nose, the al-
mond-shaped eyes, the straight, seriffed line of the mouth, 
the dotted chin and dimples, closely resembles that of the 
Virgin and angels on a Hamouli miniature (Pierpont Mor-
gan Library M 612, fol. 1v: 892/3) (fig. 26),108 as well as the 
equestrian martyr from Tebtunis (953),109 whose ‘flaring’ 
nostrils recall those of the saints on no. 6.110 The awkward 
hand gesture and exaggerated index finger of the apostles 
on no. 3 also appears in several Hamouli miniatures, most 
notably on Gabriel of the Annunciation (Pierpont Morgan 
Library M 597: 913/14).111 An earlier date, however, is pos-
sible for no. 5. Here, the female busts with their round face, 
relief nose, and concentric circles for eyes recall the stylized 
features on a series of votive female statuettes attributed to 
the fourth-sixth centuries. Interestingly, these statuettes 
are made of brick-red Nile silt, whitewashed and painted, 
much like the vases examined here.112 
COM MEN T
The combination of all of the above motifs, both lay (fe-
male busts, musicians) and Christian (military saints, orant 
saint, monk, apostles), is unique on pottery and intriguing. 
Although some of the more generic motifs (busts, ducks, 
fish) are common to this medium, their association with 
the more specific representations of saints, such as the eas-
ily identifiable equestrian military saints Merkourios and 
Theodore, gives them a function beyond the merely decora-
tive. Apart from the obvious religious connotations of the 
saintly figures, several symbolic themes emerge: protection 
(equestrian military saints, possible throat tattoos), salva-
tion (equestrian military saints, Nilotic imagery), celebra-
tion (musicians), abundance and prosperity (female busts, 
Nilotic imagery, possible offerings of fish and wine). All but 
one vase (no. 4) bear at least one apotropaic motif (female 
busts, rider). The meaning, however, of these representa-
tions as a whole remains elusive so long as we do not know 
the objects’ function.
The decorated Bawit fragments and the undecorated 
Kellia examples all come from monastic, though not nec-
essarily liturgical, contexts. Decorated (nos 4 and 5) and 
undecorated examples (Kellia) preserve oil or resin residue 
in their interior. Although morphologically comparable to 
the Kellia vases, which Egloff identified as ‘eternal’ lamps, 
the Benaki, Louvre, and Petrie Museum vases lack the 
ring-shaped holders on which Egloff’s identification relied. 
Their use as lighting devices seems apriori unlikely, unless 
the four holes served the dual purpose of redirecting liquid 
inside the reservoir and holding a wick. There is, however, 
no trace of burning around the preserved holes. It is also 
possible that a saucer lamp, similar to those discovered at 
Kellia,113 was placed over the large central opening. If the 
dark film inside no. 4 and on the collar of no. 5 is oil residue 
(fig. 20), then the use of these objects as lamps is possible. 
But even if the material is bitumen or resin, as the dark, 
shiny droplets on no. 5 suggest, these materials might have 
been used to line the interior of the vases thus preventing 
the oil from seeping through and damaging the elaborate 
painted decoration. The four holes should collect any oil 
spilt during the filling of the saucer lamp or of small con-
tainers, such as eulogies, assuming that the lamp lit a locus
sanctus, an important tomb, or a venerated icon. One of the 
Louvre vases (no. 3) was, in fact, first published as a lamp 
and compared to Middle Byzantine suspension lamps.114 
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Although its general form vaguely recalls Early Byzantine 
kantharos-shaped lamps and Islamic mosque lamps, which 
were normally suspended, a device of this type would have 
been better suited for standing on a level surface, since its 
considerable weight when filled with oil would render sus-
pension a perilous task.115 If these objects were indeed used 
as lamps (ordinary or ‘eternal’), their iconography would 
befit their function, as light, through its association with 
Christ, was believed to express protection and salvation.116 
A lamp intended to honour a sacred space, image, or relic 
would also agree with the iconography of no. 4. 
Another possible function suggested by Christiane 
Lyon-Caen for the Louvre vases is that of a container for 
relics, holy bread, or important monastic documents, with 
a lid firmly attached over the opening by means of twine 
strung through the four holes.117 Although the decoration’s 
prominent apotropaic symbolism seems appropriate for a 
reliquary, the oil or resin residue does not corroborate such 
an interpretation. Finally, we cannot definitively exclude 
the use of these objects in a lay context, such as a household, 
where apotropaic symbols and celebratory imagery would 
be equally appropriate.
Maria Xanthopoulou
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Department of History, Archaeology,
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Η μελ^τη αυτ πραγματε{εται μικρ ομ#δα πανομοι\-
τυπων σχεδ\ν κοπτικ|ν αγγεων, τα οποα φυλ#σσονται 
στο Μουσεο Μπεν#κη, στο Μουσεο του Λο{βρου και 
στο Μουσεο Αιγυπτιακ|ν Αρχαιοττων Petrie (University 
College London) και διακρνονται για το ιδιατερο σχ-
μα τους και τον πλουσι\τατο γραπτ\ τους δι#κοσμο. Τα 
αγγεα αυτ#, για τα οποα ^χουν προταθε διαφορετικ^ς 
χρσεις (φωτιστικ# σκε{η, λειψανοθκες κ.λπ.), φ^ρουν 
παραστ#σεις ^φιππων στρατιωτικ|ν αγων, αποστ\λων, 
δε\μενου αγου, μοναχο{, μουσικ|ν, γυναικεων προτομ|ν 
και διαφ\ρων ζ|ων σε ποικλους συνδυασμο{ς. Μ^σα απ\ 
ενδελεχ τυπολογικ, εικονογραφικ και τεχνοτροπικ 
αν#λυση, επιχειρεται η τα{τιση της χρσης τους (φωτι-
στικ# σκε{η; λειψανοθκες;), η ερμηνεα του εικονογρα-
φικο{ προγρ#μματος στο σ{νολ\ του, καθ|ς και η χρονο-
λ\γηση των αντικειμ^νων (πιθαν|ς 9ος-10ος αι|νας).
ΜΑΡΙΑ ΞΑΝΘΟΠΟΥΛΟΥ
Μ#ρτυρες, μοναχο και μουσικο:
δ{ο αινιγματικ# κοπτικ# αγγεα στο Μουσεο Μπεν#κη και παρ#λληλ# τους
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